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Night on Earth (Trailer) Night on EarthFilm posterGenreNature documentaryNarrated by Samira Wiley seasons1No. episodes6ProductionRunning time40-52 minutesProduction company Plimsoll Productions ReleaseOriginal networkNetflixPicture format 16:9 576i (SDTV) 16:9 1080i (HDTV) 16:9 2160p
(4K UHD) Original release 2020 January 29 (2020-01-29) The Night on Earth is a British nature documentary series dedicated to Netflix. The series is narrated by Samira Wiley and produced by Plimsoll Productions. The series follows animals that are active at night using modern, low light camera
technology. [1] [2] [3] All episodes were published in 2020. 29 January [4] Episodes No TitleOriginal release date1 Moonlit Plains29 January 2020 (29 January 2020 (2020-01-29) 2 Frozen Nights, January 29, 2020 (2020-01-29) 3Jung nights of 29 January 2020 (2020-01-29) 4 Dark Seas2020 January 29
(2020-01-29) 5 Sleepless cities 29 January 2020 (20 20-01-01-2029) 6Sutemus before dawn 29 January 2020 (2020-01-29) Links ^ Night on earth offers spectacular footage of night animals. Evening Standard. 29/01/2020. Received 2020-02-01. ^ Greene, Steve (2020-01-29). Night on Earth review:
Netflix's Nocturnal Nature Doc is built as a dispatch from another planet. IndieWire. Retrieved 01/02/2020. ^ Stream It Or Skip It: Night on Earth on Netflix, Nature Doc capturing animal killing and fornicating after dark. The decider. 2020-01-30. Received 2020-02-01. ^ Night on Earth | Netflix's official
website. www.netflix.com. Received on 01/02/2020. External links night on Earth IMDb Retrieved from Powered by Reelgood Netflix knows the natural doc series can't get just spectacular footage of exotic animals anymore, and that's why Night on Earth uses a new wrinkle: high-tech cameras that capture
the action of a multitude of fashionable night critters. Some of this activity has never been seen before, as narrator Samira Wiley points out, with great emphasis on innovation at hand. So of course we are going to heart hell out of the colorful and fascinating images of waddling penguins and violating
whales and challenging mating rituals of Mexican staring frog sri lanka to find our interest perked. But does this series really offer something fresh and new, or does it fail to transcend its tricks? NIGHT ON EARTH: BROADCAST OR SPEND? Opening shot: Time-lapse photography is phenomenally
starry, purplish midnight sky. Gist: Wiley speaks to stop fragments during the scary footage. Darkness. Danger: The lion, glowing in the eye of the heat-seeing chambers, open the field fights wild. Night worlds. Full of fear. And a miracle: The glowing scorpion takes the idol to the mouse. Where's life. And
death. Controlled by light. From the moon: the lion yawns in the profile, silhouette in the dark. This is an introduction to the episode is named Moonlit Plains, which involves exposed savannahs and desert night dead. First there is a lanky, fast cheetah who, Wiley nars, makes a third of his hunting night -
something scientists have only recently learned because of fancy ultrasensitive cameras deployed under the full moon light. Elsewhere, heat-sensitive cameras capture the pride of lions with eyeballs in various animals – the cubs harass the hippie to no avail, and the mother pairs a needle into one hungry
young lion's nose. Lesson learned. Wilderness natural porn: Cactus flowers bloom at night, and bats in them glue faces, using long tongues to make waist nectar. Geckos chirp their mating call. Spiders fight for territory. The barn owl descends on desert clay. On the Coast of Peru, the cubs of fur seals
survive a rough night, scattering from the hungry, galumphing sea lion and pointing at vampire bats, gliding over the rocks. Lunar wax. The moon is disappearing. Moons all night, like the moon. What does he see as he looms over life on Earth? I guess we'll find out in these six episodes. Photo: Netflix
Our Take: First of all, I look forward to the most practical application of these revolutionary new night cameras: snuffing out all the shadows of Draculas, Babadooks and other ndry lies in entities that reduce our quality of life. You sleep easy knowing a creature drooling under your bed is doomed to be
exposed as a sad, nasty, nonthreatening fearmonger, like most Republican office rimshot! As for Scorpion v Mouse: Dawn of Justice - this is easily the most revealing and gripping sequence of the night on Earth, partly because we learn this particular rodent species is protected from scorpion poison, and
not only absorbs sore throats before eating from crunchy arachnids, but later rears its adorable li'l head and whispers like squeaky hinges on the door of the Amville closet. DO NOT CROSS THE SCORPION-KILLING MOUSE, BECAUSE IT WILL FREE THE HELL. The disappointing thing is, I had to
recruit Google to find out that this is a grasshopper mouse native to Southwest America, illustrating how night on earth is light on details and heavy on fashionable images. The latter things are obviously highlighted here, although it doesn't make sense to trumpet a series of new scientific discoveries and
then don't bother to share some basic facts about your subjects. I think too much brain-thinking stuff can bust all the HYPERBOLIC narrative that is apparently written by people who moonlight as black metal lyricists. Of course, we're shooting up this stuff to see amazing things away from the cute raccoon
family I once spotted munching in a mulberry yard, and it mostly provides that expectation. First of all, this debut episode features exactly zero monkeys, but future episodes - which will sound like post-duct excursions to jungles, oceans and frozen climes - promise some frolicking monkey footage. What
natural doc without frolicking monkey? Few! Sex and skin: a pair of grasshopper mouse leers, red-eyed moon light, no scorpion engages in foreplay. Whatta perv. Sedation Shot: The opening shot of the reprise. Wiley: Who knows. What other secrets are revealed. Night. Earth. Monkey secrets. Hope.
Sleeper Star: Is this gorgeous fluorescent shade for scorpion lovers, locking their spiked tails into a embrace that is alarmingly close to looking like a heart? Maybe, less creepy-crawly, and more majestic, is a remarkable conglomerate - and terribly endangered - of black witches gathering in a desert oasis.
Most Pilot-y Line: Everyone got sick of guitar reefs to go with this? Vampire bats are the most active on the darkest nights. I'm looking for blood blackness. Our call: STREAM IT. Night on Earth doesn't give us a head-exploding visual benchmark for the series Planet Earth, or a vital and urgent climate
change lecture for the next Netflix series, Our Planet – but it's stuck enough to eerie and compelling cinematography to keep us watching. John Serba is a freelance writer and film critic based in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Read more about his work johnserbaatlarge.com or follow him on Twitter:
@johnserba. Stream Night on Earth Netflix Night On Earth (2020) Stream It Or Skip It 1 nomination. See more awards » Learn more Edit This natural series new technology lifts the night veil to reveal the hidden lives of the world's creatures, from lion hunting to bats on wings. Plot summary | Add
summary certificate: View all certificates » Parental Guide: View content advice » User reviews Edit release date: 29 January 2020 (Germany) See more » Also known as: Die Erde bei Nacht See more » Plimsoll Productions See more » Runtime: 290 mins (full series) View all technical specifications »
&amp; more all in one place. Absolutely free to use! HomeEmbedLoveLikeDislikeBecause YoudNight on EarthTVTVTVThis nature series new technologies raise the night veil to reveal the hidden lives of the world's creatures, from lions hunting to bats on the wing. Night on Earth featuring Samira Wiley
has one or more episodes streaming with a subscription to Netflix. This is a documentary show with 6 episodes in season 1. Night on Earth no longer works and has no plans to air new episodes or seasons. It has a high IMDb audience rating of 8.2 (3,065 votes). Season 1NetflixSubscriptionNot about
your services? Hitto get the message when it is. Remove Ads: Create a free AccountStreaming TV Guide © 202020 Most Innovative 2019 Webby WinnerRegion: United States Night on Earth (Trailer) Most nature-centered apps have moments from other parts of the world, but this new six-part series
basically succeeds in its commitment to look like nothing Previously. Netflix As the market becomes increasingly crowded every season, it becomes increasingly difficult for natural documentaries to simply capture wildlife as it is. In response to the excursions around global habitats or as a way to simply
add an extra layer on them, become something of an arms race to take a settled format and inject it in a few fresh angles. Last year, Nat Geo Hostile Planet promised a less disinfected, more dangerous approach to the ongoing interaction between predators and prey. Several series emphasized their
detailed scope, touting not only the image of the planet, but one that sets their eyes on each of the seven continents. Add a new Netflix documentary series Night on Earth to that growing list of hooks, a six-part exploration of what's happening in nature under the sun. Unlike some of these other twists, the
distinctive feature of this series can't come without some major visual changes to what the audience can use from these specialties. By observing active night animals without the benefit of natural light, Night on Earth uses some different technologies, including cameras that are particularly sensitive to
moonlight, and several variants that can track heat as it moves through the horizon in recognizable forms of animals. Night on Earth is far from the first nature-oriented series to find and depict the places and creatures of this planet that feel like the vestiges of other galaxies. However, there is something
about how certain images lean towards unfamiliar color saturation or capture different animal textures that emphasize the idea to the point of capture. In a few orienteering setting shots here and there, many of these episodes commit so completely to this alien approach that it's a legitimate surprise to be
redeemed back into reality when more traditional looks at different creatures start to sneak through. With fewer skirmishes and expectations than similar series, Night on Earth also plays with scale ideas, in addition to how these animals work in the wild. Drenched in different kinds of light and crossing
terrain, which becomes more unrecognizable, the more powerful the lens, Night on Earth gives each creature the same opportunity to fill the frame. Whether close to a lion crossing a plateau or a small clay on an owl through mammoth sand grains, it's a democratizing approach to the position of each
animal, which keeps larger wild beasts from dramatic attention. Night on earth The only drawback of this visual freedom is that more traditional elements feel less necessary than usual. Samira Wiley is a wise storyteller, adding a little light emotional coloring to the explanations of this unfamiliar nightly
behavior. But sometimes the focus on trying to psychoanalyze these creatures feels inappropriate, especially when the initial repetitive impulse seems to survive. In this case, filling in understanding is much more effective than speculating why. There are several tons of curveballs available at Night on
Earth. While many photosensitive action centers escape from danger (or lure unconscious victims into it), there are when the show is paused to download to smaller points of different and kind of internal communication. The structure of one particular sequence, highlighting the methods of mating túngara
frog, stops with just a few chambers of sitcom, a heavy dose of earned absurdity just before the dangers again grow its slo-mo head. The season's penultimate episode also takes the unusual step of establishing an entire chapter in the world's major cities. Venturing through parts of Singapore, Thailand
and the Pacific northwest that are occupied by people, Night on Earth supports animal POVs, on people driving and walking through the frame like passers-by rather than kindle spirits. There are subtle suggestions toward the importance of conservation over most of the rest of the show – this installment
report on responsible urban planning seems to come a few decades too late, but maybe there is a subconscious effect to be gotten from facing how certain types of function are when most of us are not looking. For the show set primarily after sunset, as well as a staggering amount of color here, too. The
show can very easily lean towards the basic concept of bioluminescence, simply following all the living things on the jungle floor, which glow in all forms of neon. When trying to fill the screen with as many details as possible, tiny streaks that would otherwise get caught in the wider view from the air, stand
out here as small small phenomena. Again, it's not necessarily a unique night on Earth, but as it checks off those mandatory nature doc boxes situates to show a consistently otherworldly feel. (Exhibit W: Prismatic threads of the jungle spider leaving the trail are enough to make even the most endurance
arachnophobes reconsider.) So Night on Earth taps into one of the main drives that has kept this long natural doc boom in the first place. He scratched the human need to remind you that there is more left to discover that there are still some quasi-mystical elements of nature that science barely had the
ability to observe, much less explain. Night on Earth also sprinkles some surviving images of plant life and other notable astronomical events to show that understanding this ecosystem goes beyond fast and large and strong. Like there is no light without darkness, Night on Earth tries to live unexpectedly.
Grade: B+ Night on Earth is now available for streaming on Netflix. Sign up: Be on top of the latest breaking movies and TV news! Subscribe to our email newsletters here. Here.
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